Real world multimedia data is o en composed of multiple modalities such as an image or a video with associated text (e.g. captions, user comments, etc.) and metadata. Such multimodal data packages are prone to manipulations, where a subset of these modalities can be altered to misrepresent or repurpose data packages, with possible malicious intent. It is, therefore, important to develop methods to assess or verify the integrity of these multimedia packages. Using computer vision and natural language processing methods to directly compare the image (or video) and the associated caption to verify the integrity of a media package is only possible for a limited set of objects and scenes. In this paper, we present a novel deep learning-based approach for assessing the semantic integrity of multimedia packages containing images and captions, using a reference set of multimedia packages. We construct a joint embedding of images and captions with deep multimodal representation learning on the reference dataset in a framework that also provides image-caption consistency scores (ICCSs). e integrity of query media packages is assessed as the inlierness of the query ICCSs with respect to the reference dataset. We present the MultimodAl Information Manipulation dataset (MAIM), a new dataset of media packages from Flickr, which we make available to the research community. We use both the newly created dataset as well as Flickr30K and MS COCO datasets to quantitatively evaluate our proposed approach. e reference dataset does not contain unmanipulated versions of tampered query packages. Our method is able to achieve F 1 scores of 0.75, 0.89 and 0.94 on MAIM, Flickr30K and MS COCO, respectively, for detecting semantically incoherent media packages.
INTRODUCTION
In real life, data o en presents itself with multiple modalities, where information about an entity or an event is incompletely captured by each modality separately. For example, a caption associated with an image of a person might provide information such as the name of the person and the location where the picture was taken, * Ayush Jaiswal and Ekraam Sabir contributed equally to the work in this paper. is is a photograph of the Ei el Tower in Las Vegas, but the caption says France.
while other metadata might provide the date and time at which the image was taken. Independent existence of each modality makes multimedia data packages vulnerable to tampering, where the data in a subset of modalities of a multimedia package can be modi ed to misrepresent or repurpose the multimedia package. Such tampering, with possible malicious intent, can be misleading, if not dangerous. e location information, for example, in the aforementioned caption could be modi ed without an easy way to detect such tampering. Fig. 1 demonstrates an example of information manipulation where a photograph of the Paris casino in Las Vegas, Nevada (which includes a half-scale replica of the Ei el Tower) is repurposed as a photograph of the real Ei el Tower in Paris, France. Nevertheless, if the image has visual cues, such as a landmark, a person familiar with the location can easily detect such a manipulation. However, this is a challenging multimedia analysis task, especially with the subtlety of data manipulation, the absence of clear visual cues (e.g. Ei el Tower) and the proliferation of multimedia content from mobile devices and digital cameras.
Veri cation of the integrity of information contained in any kind of data requires existence of some form of prior knowledge. In the previous example, this knowledge is represented by the person's familiarity with the location. Human beings use their knowledge, learned over time, or external sources, such as encyclopedias, as knowledge bases (KBs). Motivated by this important observation, multimedia analysis algorithms could also take advantage of a KB to automatically assess the integrity of multimedia packages. A KB can be either implicit (such as a trained scene understanding and/or recognition model) or explicit (such as a database of known facts). In this paper, we explore the use of a reference dataset (RD) of multimedia packages to assess the integrity of query packages.
e RD is assumed to not include other copies of the query image. Otherwise, existing image retrieval methods would su ce to verify the multimedia package integrity.
We present a novel framework to solve a limited version of the multimedia information integrity assessment problem, where we consider each data package to contain only one image and an accompanying caption. Data packages in the reference dataset (RD) are used to train deep multimodal representation learning models (DMRLMs). e learned DMRLMs are then used to assess the integrity of query packages by calculating image-caption consistency scores (ICCSs) and employing outlier detection models (ODMs) to nd their inlierness with respect to the RD. We evaluate the proposed method on two publicly available datasets -Flickr30K [22] and MS COCO [9] , as well as on the MultimodAl Information Manipulation (MAIM) dataset that we created from image and caption pairs downloaded from Flickr, which will be made publicly available.
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the rst work to formally de ne the larger problem and provide an approach to solve it. Our work is signi cantly di erent from past work on robust hashing and watermarking [1, 17, 19, 21] as those methods focus on the prevention of information manipulation while ours focuses on detection at a semantic level. e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. In section 3, we describe the proposed method for assessing the semantic integrity of multimedia packages. In Section 4, we discuss existing public datasets as well as the new MAIM dataset. Experimental results and analysis are presented in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper and introduce directions for future research.
RELATED WORK
Content integrity of multimedia data has been tackled in the past from the perspective of prevention of manipulation using watermarking, authentication and hashing [1, 17, 19, 21] . Most of such work aims to detect tampering of data, especially images, and approaches to recover the original data. is group of work focuses on the integrity of data with one modality. Our work is di erent as it focuses on assessing the integrity across modalities of a multimodal package at a semantic level. e larger problem that we have de ned above assumes that images are not tampered with but might be repurposed, thus creating fake data packages with inconsistent information.
Our methods in this paper are based on recent work in deep multimodal represenation learning [14, 18] and semantic retrieval of images and captions involving image-caption ranking [4, 7, 8, 10, 20] . Deep representation learning performs very well at learning highly non-linear latent representations of data when large volumes of data are available. Autoencoders [5] are a popular framework for unsupervised representation learning. Ngiam et al. [14] showed how MAEs can be used to learn joint representations of data with multiple modalities. Vukotić et al. [18] developed the BiDNN model that learns cross-modal mappings and joint representations of multimodal data.
Semantic retrieval of images from captions and vice versa has gained traction in recent years. Several methods have been developed that map images and captions to a common feature space so that their similarity, such as the cosine similarity, can be used to rank the a nity of image-caption pairs and return the top-K candidates [4, 7, 8, 10, 20] . Hodosh et al. [7] use Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis [2] to map image features and caption features to a common induced space. Wetson et al. [20] provide a method to simultaneously learn linear mappings from image and caption features to a common space with the objective of learning to associate images with correct captions. Frome et al. [4] present a deep visual-semantic embedding (DeViSE) model that learns to map image features to the space of caption features by optimizing a loss function that maximizes the cosine similarity of image-caption pairs while minimizing that of images and randomly picked text.
e VSM model of Kiros et al. [8] is based on a similar framework but learns to map caption features to the space of image features instead. In their experiments, they showed that their model performs much be er at the task of image-caption ranking compared to DeViSE.
Kiros et al. [8] also compared their model to the multimodal Recurrent Neural Network model of Mao et al. [12] that automatically generates captions for images. is class of methods, based on caption generation, does not explicitly give a score for image-caption a nity and relies on perplexity when used for image-caption ranking or retrieval.
While previous work gives a way to rank image-caption pairs based on a measure of similarity, they do not provide a way to check the consistency of information between images and associated captions with respect to a reference dataset. Our work in this paper provides this novel contribution towards the larger goal of assessing the integrity of multimodal data packages.
SEMANTIC INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT
One approach to information integrity assessment of a data object is to compare it against an existing knowledge-base (KB), with the assumption that such a KB exists.
is KB can be explicit (such as a database of facts) or implicit (such as a learned statistical inference model). We use the observation that human beings verify the information integrity of pieces of data using world knowledge learned over time and external sources such as an encyclopedia, to develop machine learning models that mimic world knowledge, and then use these models to assess the integrity of query data packages.
In order to verify the integrity of a query multimedia package that contains an image and an associated caption, we assume the existence of a reference set of similar media packages. is set, which we call the Reference Dataset (RD), serves as the KB to compare query packages against to measure their integrity. More speci cally, we train an outlier detection model (ODM) on image-caption consistency scores (ICCSs) from packages in RD and use it to calculate the inlierness of query packages. We employ deep multimodal representation learning models (DMRLMs) for jointly encoding images and corresponding captions, inspired by their success as re ected in recent literature, and use them to calculate ICCSs (depending on the DMRLM used). Fig. 2 explains our complete integrity assessment system.
In this work, we use a Multimodal Autoencoder (MAE) [14] , a Bidirectional (Symmetrical) Deep Neural Network (BiDNN) [18] or the Uni ed Visual Semantic Neural Language Model (VSM) [8] as the embedding model. VGG19 [16] image features are given as inputs to all these models along with either average word2vec [13] embeddings (MAE and BiDNN) or one-hot encodings of words in captions (VSM). e ODMs that we work with are One-Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) [15] and Isolation Forest (IF) [11] . We discuss the aforementioned DMRLMs, with their associated ICCSs, and ODMs in detail in the following subsections.
Deep Multimodal Representation Learning

Multimodal
Autoencoder. An autoencoder is a neural network that learns to reconstruct its input [5] . Autoencoders are typically used to learn low-dimensional representations of data.
e network architecture is designed such that the input goes through a series of layers with decreasing dimensionality to produce an encoding, which is then transformed through layers of increasing dimensionality to nally reconstruct the input. Ngiam et al. [14] showed how an autoencoder network can be used to learn representations over multiple modalities. We train an MAE on the image-caption pairs in RD to learn their shared representation. Fig. 3 shows our MAE architecture, inspired by the bimodal deep autoencoder of Ngiam et al. [14] . e image and caption features are passed through a series of unimodal layers before combining them in the shared representation layer. e decoder module of the MAE is a mirror image of its encoder. For MAE, we use reconstruction loss as the ICCS.
Bidirectional (Symmetrical) Deep Neural Network.
A BiDNN is composed of two unimodal autoencoders with tied weights for the middle representation layers [18] . e network is trained to simultaneously reconstruct each modality from the other, learning cross-modal mappings as well as a joint representation. Fig. 4 shows our BiDNN architecture and illustrates the tied weights for a be er understanding. Our formulation of the joint representation is the same as Vukotić et al. [18] , i.e., the concatenation of the activations of the two representation layers. We used the BiDNN package made available by Vukotić et al. [18] 1 to implement our model. Reconstruction loss serves as the ICCS in the case of BiDNN also. Model (VSM) that learns representations of captions in the embedding space of images, where image embeddings are rst calculated using a deep neural network such as VGG19 [16] .
Unified Visual Semantic Neural Language Model. Kiros et al. [8] introduced the Uni ed Visual Semantic Neural Language
e VSM is trained to optimize a contrastive loss, which aims to maximize the cosine similarity between the representation of an image and the learned encoding of its caption while minimizing that between the image and captions not related to it. Fig. 6 shows the structure of the VSM. e network uses Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) units [6] to encode variable-length captions. We used the VSM package made available by Kiros et al. [8] 2 and trained one model on each RD. Cosine similarity becomes the natural choice of ICCS in the case of VSM.
Outlier Detection
3.2.1 One-Class Support Vector Machine. e OCSVM is an unsupervised outlier detection model trained only on positive examples [15] . It learns a decision function based on the distribution 2 h ps://github.com/ryankiros/visual-semantic-embedding of the training data in its original or kernel space, to classify the complete training dataset as the positive class and everything else in the high-dimensional space as the negative class.
is model is then used to predict whether a new data point is an inlier or an outlier with respect to the training data. is formulation of OCSVM ts very well with our approach of assessing the semantic integrity of a data package with respect to an RD (by using an OCSVM trained on the RD).
Isolation
Forest. An Isolation Forest is a collection of decision trees that isolate a data point through recursive partitioning of random subsets of its features [11] . It works by rst randomly selecting a feature of a data point and then nding a random splitvalue between its minimum and maximum values.
is is then repeated recursively on the new splits. e recursive partitioning of a tree stops when a node contains only the provided data point. Under this se ing, the average number of splits required (across all trees in the forest) to isolate a point gives an indication of its outlierness. e smaller the number, the higher the con dence that the point is an outlier because it is easier to isolate outliers as they lie in relatively low-density regions with respect to inliers (RD).
DATA
We provide a quantitative evaluation of the performance of our method on three datasets: Flickr30K [22] , MS COCO [9] and a dataset that we created from images, captions and other metadata downloaded from Flickr (MAIM). We use the training, validation and testing subsets of Flickr30K and MS COCO as made available by Kiros et al. [8] 3 , which makes sure that there is no overlap of images among the subsets, which is necessary because each image in these datasets has ve captions (giving ve image-caption pairs).
ere are 158, 915 and 423, 915 image-caption pairs in Flickr30K and MS COCO respectively, in total. Our dataset (MAIM) has 239, 968 image-caption pairs with exactly one caption for each unique image. We randomly split MAIM into training, validation and testing subsets. We treat the training subset of each dataset as the RD in our framework. We replace the captions of half of the validation and testing images with captions of other images to create manipulated image-caption pairs for evaluation.
MAIM also has metadata for each package but we do not use them in our experiments in this work. is metadata includes location where the image was taken, time and date when the image was
ANALYSIS
e inlier/outlier decisions of the ODMs in our system serve as the prediction of semantic information manipulation in query packages. We use F 1 scores as our evaluation metrics. Tables 1, 2 and 3 summarize the results of our experiments on all combinations of DMRLMs and ODMs that we use in this work, on Flickr30K, MS COCO and MAIM respectively. We treat tampered packages as the positive class when calculating F 1 -tampered and as the negative class for F 1 -clean. e F 1 -tampered and F 1 -clean scores are coupled, i.e., every pair is from the same trained model. We see that VSM consistently performs be er than MAE and BiDNN in all our experiments on both metrics, with MAE consistently performing the worst. is gives us some key insights into the working of these DMRLMs. Even though MAE can compress multimodal data with low reconstruction error, it does not learn semantic associations between images and captions very well. e BiDNN model is trained to learn cross-modal mappings between images and captions, which forces it to learn those semantic associations. is explains why they work be er than MAE at this task. e VSM model is trained to map captions to the representation space of images. e learning objective explicitly requires it to learn semantic relationships between the two modalities so that it can map captions consistent with an image close to it while inconsistent ones far from it. is makes VSM the strongest of the three models.
We also see that the F 1 scores of VSM on MS COCO are significantly be er than those on the other datasets.
is is expected and explained by the process through which the captions in the dataset were collected. Chen et al. [3] used Amazon Mechanical Turk 4 to gather captions with strong guidelines for their quality and content. e numbers are higher simply because of the be er quality of captions.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Real world multimedia data is o en multimodal, consisting of images, videos, captions and other metadata. While multiple modalities present additional sources of information, it also makes such data packages vulnerable to tampering, where a subset of modalities might be manipulated, with possible malicious intent. In this paper, we formally de ned this problem and provided a method to solve a limited version of this problem (where each package has an image and a caption) as a rst step towards the larger goal. Our method combines deep multimodal representation learning with outlier detection methods to assess whether a caption is consistent with the image in its package. We introduced the MultimodAl Information Manipulation dataset (MAIM) that we created for the 4 h ps://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome larger problem, containing images, captions and various metadata, which we make available to the research community. We presented a quantitative evaluation of our method on Flickr30K, MS COCO and MAIM datasets. Our method was able to achieve F 1 scores of 0.75, 0.89 and 0.94 on MAIM, Flickr30K and MS COCO, respectively, for detecting semantically incoherent media packages.
In our work, we used the general formulation of MAE and BiDNN and provided these models VGG19 image features and aggregated word2vec caption features as inputs. It is possible that an end-to-end model with raw images and captions as inputs and a combination of convolution and recurrent layers might perform be er. Similarly, training the image encoder of VSM jointly with the caption encoder might further boost its performance. We intend to explore these in future work. Our future future work will also incorporate metadata and assess the integrity of entire packages. It is easy to see that our framework can be extended to include more modalities such as audio and video. We leave this to future work. is is in accordance with the larger goal of semantic multimodal information integrity assessment.
